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Teacher’s Guide Changing Seasons

For book Changing Seasons, Level F
Script Level: Grade 1 (Early)
Word Count: 248
Script Summary:
Learn about the changes that occur with each season. The lengths of day 
and night, the cycle of plant growth, and the change in temperatures 
are explained by engaging characters. A fun song at the end provides 
additional fluency practice. 

Objectives and Assessment 
Monitor students to determine if they can:
• consistently read their lines with appropriate rate and accuracy
• consistently read their lines with appropriate expression, including pause, inflection,  

and intonation
• follow along silently and listen for spoken cues

Using the Scripts:
• Each role is assigned a reading level according to the syntactic and semantic difficulty  

encountered. Feel free to divide roles further to include more readers in a group.
• Discuss vocabulary and encourage readers to practice their lines to promote fluent delivery  

of the script.
• Before reading, have students identify their lines in the script by checking or coloring the boxes 

beside their part. You may also have them highlight or underline their part. 

Vocabulary:
High-Frequency words: then, where
Story words: cooler, fall, longer, season, shorter, spring, summer, warmer, weather, winter

Cast of Characters:

Grade 1 (Early)

Narrator 1 Spring Fall

Narrator 2 Summer Winter
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Script Changing Seasons

Cast of Characters: 

Parts

MM Narrator 1 MM Spring MM Fall

MM Narrator 2 MM Summer MM Winter

MMNarrator 1: 

Do you live where the weather changes  

during the year?

Does it change with each season?

MMNarrator 2:

There are four seasons.

Spring , summer, fall , and winter.

First, let’s meet spring.

MMSpring:

I am spring. 

I melt the snow.  

Ahhh!

I make it warm so plants begin to grow.

The days get longer.

The nights get shorter.

You might wear a jacket when I’m around.
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Script (continued) Changing Seasons

MMSummer:

I am summer.

I keep it hot!  

Whew!

The plants grow bigger.

The days are long.

The nights are short.

It’s time for shorts when I’m around.

MM Fall:

I am fall.

I make it cooler. 

Leaves change color and fall to the ground.  

Crunch!

The days get shorter.

The nights get longer.

Put on a sweater when I’m around.
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Script (continued) Changing Seasons

MMWinter:

I am winter.

I make it cold.  

Brrr!

Many plants die.

I bring the snow.

The days are shorter.

Wear your coat when I’m around.

MMNarrator 1:

The weather changes with each season.

It gets warmer and warmer.

The days get longer and longer. 

MMNarrator 2:

Then, it gets cooler and cooler.

The days get shorter and shorter.

MMSpring:

I'm spring.

MMSummer:

I'm summer.
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Script (continued) Changing Seasons

MM Fall:

I'm fall.

MMWinter:

And I'm winter.

MMAll Seasons:

We will see you again next year.

The cycle will start all over again!

MMAll Seasons:

Sing to the tune of "Frère Jacques"

We’re the seasons, we’re the seasons.

Sometimes hot, sometimes not!

Seasons change the weather, 

let’s sing this song together.

Hot and cold! Now you’ve been told! 

We’re the seasons, we’re the seasons.

Sometimes hot, sometimes not!

Who cares about the weather,

We’ll play in it together.

Spring and summer, winter, fall.


